Bill Hill Trail, Thetford, Vermont

Trail length (one way): approximately 0.5 miles

Map prepared by Upper Valley Land Trust, January, 2005.

Contour interval: 20 ft.

Map Data Sources:
- Topographic Base Map: VCGI DRGs, tiles 1010, 1110.
- Orthophoto Base Map: VCGI tiles 168144, 168148, 172144, 172148.
- Boundaries: UVLT records
- Forest, non-forest, water, roads: interpreted from orthophoto, with guidance from UVLT records and topographic base map.

Map Projection: VT SPCS, NAD83, m.

This map is not a survey and should not be used for that or conveyance purposes. It is intended solely to illustrate the public trail access as agreed to by the landowner and holder(s) of the conservation restrictions.
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